CHILD SUPPORT COMPUTATION FORM

Effective July 1, 2005

Where the combined income of the custodial parent and the noncustodial parent is less than eight hundred thirty-three dollars ($833), the support obligation of the noncustodial parent shall be twenty-five percent (25%) of net income, but in no case less than fifty dollars ($50) per month for each family unit in which there are children to whom the noncustodial parent owes a duty of support.

C. SPLIT CUSTODY: W.S. § 20-2-304(d) provides for special computations of support when physical custody of multiple children is split between the parents such that each parent has physical custody of at least one child. In such cases, the support should be computed as follows:

1. Joint presumptive support per child: Line 4 / Total Children of parents

2. Mother’s support obligation for children in custody of father: Line 3 x Number of children with father x Line 11

3. Father’s support obligation for children in custody of mother: Line 3 x Number of children with mother x Line 11

4. MONTHLY SUPPORT DUE: The difference between line 12 and 13 represents the net monthly support due from the parent having the greater support obligation

A. COMPUTATION OF BASIC SUPPORT OBLIGATIONS: W.S. § 20-2-304

1. MOTHER’S NET MONTHLY INCOME:

2. FATHER’S NET MONTHLY INCOME:

3. COMBINED NET MONTHLY INCOME:

4. Using the support tables for presumptive support at W.S. § 20-6-304(a) enter the basic joint support obligations of the parents

5. MOTHER’S PROPORTIONATE SHARE: Line 1

6. FATHER’S PROPORTIONATE SHARE: Line 2

NOTE: THE CUSTODY OF THE CHILDREN IS SHARED OR SPLIT AS DEFINED UNDER W.S. § 20-2-304(c) OR (d) THE NONCUSTODIAL PARENT SHALL PAY THE PROPORTIONATE SHARE AS SUPPORT FOR THE CHILDREN SUPPORT DUE

B. SHARED CUSTODY: W.S. § 20-2-304(c) provides for special support computation of support when the children stay together with each parent for more than 40% of the year and both parents contribute substantially to the expenses of the children in addition to child support. If this is the custodial arrangement support should be computed as follows:

7. a) Percent of year children will reside overnight with mother %

b) Percent of year children will reside overnight with father %

8. Mother’s support obligation while children reside with father: Line 5 x Line 7b

9. Father’s support obligation while children reside with mother: Line 6 x Line 7a

10. MONTHLY SUPPORT DUE: The difference between line 8 and 9 represents the net monthly support due from the parent having greater support obligation
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